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AN IKPBOVED VEGETABLE CUTTER. 

A machine for cutting up cabbages and other vege: 
tables is illustrated herewith, and has been patented 
by Mr. Johann A. W. Iusti, the small figure showing 
a bottom view of the machine. The supporting frame 
has rails, on which a sliding frame is mounted to be 
reciprocated beneath a cabbage receptacle, a wei�ht 
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IUSTI'S VEGETABLE CUTTER. 
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box being held between uprights to p,teSs the'vege· 
tables in the receptacle against the cutters. In the 
bottom of the receptacle are strips, having metallic 
friction plates, against which move friction plates on 
t.he reciprocating sliding frame, the bottom of the 

, frame also having friction plates moving over friction 
plates on the rails. The frame has a transverse open· 
ing through which the knives alternately project, and 
through which the cabbage passes as it, is cut. Be
neath the frame is mounted a'rock shaft carrying ad
justable cutters, which may be moved to vary their 
projection, and may also be detached for sharpening. 
,The cutters are alternately held in position for cutting 
by a spting. The frame may be reciprocated by hand 
or other power, and in each direction of movement of 
the frame one of the .cutters projects upward through 
the slot, the other cutter being then' out of the way. 

For further particulars with reference to this inven
tion, address the patentee, or Mr. C. Kerri�p..JJ; 
Charleston, S. C. 
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AN IJIlPROVED GUIDE FOR BAND-SAWS. 

[J UNE 8, 1889. 

faces, with metal blocks. screwed in the grooves. The long, and although the surrounding atmosphere is 
jaws are adjustable endwise and laterally. The' con- kept: Satu:rat'ed: :with aqueous vapor, the gol<i"leaves 
tiguous faces of the vertical members of the guide- retain their ele_ical charge for several hours, �Ithough, 
blocks have dove-tail or wedge-shaped grooves in if glass were used instead of quartz. the charge would 
which wedge-blocks are inserted. the guide-blocks be dissipated in a few seconds. Moreover, the quartz 
being preferably of iron or steel, and the wedge-blocks way be dipped in water and replaced with its surface 
of brass. The latter blocks are adapted to form a guide studded with globules of water, and it appears to insu
for the heel or inner side of the saw, while wooden late as well as before. 
blocks constitute a guide for the outer or cutting edge. 
The device is adjusted to any width of saw through 
the screw shown in Fig. I, and may be constructed and 
adapted for either a right or left handed mill. 

... � . 
.& Telecraph DIan OatwUte4. 

A few days ago several men from the electric light 
station d.ug a hole for an electric light pole opposite one 
of the finest residences in Malden, Mass. The owner of 
the residence, in the meantime, secured a man and 
told him to go up into the woods and dig the first tree 
he could find, and hurry back and place it where the 
hole for the electric light pole was. Before the men 
commenced to raise the electric light pole, the owner of 
the residence invited them to come into his cellar and 
take a drink, which they all did. There the owner 
detained them long enough to allow the man sent for 
the tree to come back and plant it. The others did 
not dare to remove the tree, so they put the pole into 
their wagon and drove off. 
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AN IMPROVED SASH FASTENER. 

A simple locking device. whereby the upper and 
lower sash of a window may be simultaneously locked, 
irrespective of the position that the upper sash may 
occupy, is i11ustrated herewith, and has been patented 
by Mr. John B. Buettner, of No. 108 Pleasant Street, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. In our illustration, the dotted lines 
show the position occupied by the parts of the 'device 
when the sash is not locked. A plate is attached to 
the inner face of the window ' frame, just above the 
lower sash, there being a stop.pin near the upper edge 
of the plate, and another similar pin near its center. 
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AN IJIlPBOVED PINCH BAR. 

The bar shown herewith, for moving or Rtarting cars 
on railways, has been patented by Mr. Peter C. Forres
ter;of Wilkeson, Washington Ter. The bar proper is 
of the ordinary form, pointed with steel at its nose end, 
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FORRESTER'S PINCH BAR. 

wbere it bears upon the car wheel. A fulcrum piece 
or attachment, to bear on the rail, is made in the form 
of a sliding block, adapted ,to be readily slipped on or 
off the bar, as shown in Fig.!. It is made with a 
sharp tooth on its under side, pointed with steel, to 
take a firm bite on the rail, and is fastened in the re
quired position by a set screw, or may be so secured by 
a wedge or ferrule. Fig. 2 shows a. modified form. 
of the fulcrum, piece or sliding block, In which the 
tooth; instead of being made integral with the sliding 
block, is made in a separate piece, and held in position 
by clamping it to the bar within the slotted body of 
the sliding block. 
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AN IJIlPROVED STEAK-ACTUATED VALVE. 

A guide for band-saws, in which, the parts may' be 
readily and expeditiously manipulated, and the guide' 
adjusted to any width of saw, is illustrated' herewith, 
and has been patented by Mr. Charles R. Backer: of 
No. 1221 West Indiana Street, Evansville, Ind.; Figs. 
1 and 2 sho�ing a plan view and longitudinal ver
tical section of the device. The guide-bed is ribbed, 
and has pivoted spaced jaws sliding upon it, one jaw 
having,an adjustable clamping, block on its outer end 
and the opposite jaw upon the same end, with an op
posing fixed clamping block, there being angular guide 
blocks 'adjustable upon, th6 guide-bed, the vertical 
members, of these blocks projecting upward between 
the oppolling jaws, and Daving grooved contiguous 

BUETTNER'S SASH FASTEBER. 

At eac� side of the center a locking arm is. pivoted, 
the, upper, one curved downward and outward, and 
having an elastic bearing-block. preferably of rubber, 
secured in its horizontal extremity., The lower arm is 
slightly curved from its pivotal point, and has near its 
extremity a lug extending at right angles to the body. 
Each of the arms has a spur near its pivotal point, 
these spurs being adapted to engage each other when 
the upper arm is essentially a t a right angle to the 
lower one. When the upper arm is pressed downward, 
�_o that �ts.:rubber be!;l�:wg-block will, pre88 .. against the 
mner slde of the upper sash, the spur on this arm 
bears against the spur'on the lower arm,forcing the 
latter outward, when the other erid of the lower arm is 
carried inward until it engages with the lower sash, 
upon the upper surface of which its lug has a positive 
bearing. The further the upper arm is carried down
ward, the tighter the lower arm binds against the 
lower sash. 

The illustration herewith represents the valve ar
rangement of a steam pump in which the valve control
ling the main piston is actuated by steam, and is in its 
turn controlled by other valves which bave their action 

:governed b� main, piston. This valve forlDs the 
subject of a P .. t issued to Mr. John W. Gheen, As
toria, Oregon. Fig. 1 represents the application of the 
valve to a pump complete, andFig. 2isa vertical longi
tudinal section of the steam cylinder end of the pump. 
The steam chest is constructed above the main valve to 
form a cylinder, to receive within it a piston attached to 
the valve, this piston having double heads and reduced 
opposite terminal extensions, arranged to work as pis
tons in and out of reduced cylindrical chambers at op
posite ends of the body of the cylinder. Steam is ad
mitted to the valve ,chest between these heads in the 
usual way. At opposite ends of the main cylinder are 
two small cylinders, connected intermediately of thei.!:' 
length by passages with the reduced terminal cham
bers of the valve cylinder, these passages being again 
connected by branch passages with the enlarged por
tion of the valve cylinder, so that the heads of the pis
ton portion of the valve may control them. Tbe small 
fly.linders in each end of the main cylinder have each a' 
live steam port and an exhaust, and within them pis
tons work freely as independent valves, each having a 
stem normally projecting within the main cylinder. 
These valves are operated in one direction by the main 
piston coming in contact with their stems, and are 
moved by the pressure of steam on their bac,ks in an 
opposite direction. This invention is not only appli
cable to direct-acting pumps. but also to direct·acting 
engines for other than pumping purposes. 
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BACQj's' GUIDE FOR
' BABD-&.\. Ws. 
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Attraction oC Gravitation. 

At the recent Royal Society soiree Mr. C. V. Boys, 
F.R.S., contributed a portable apparatus for demon· 
strating the attraction of gravitation. The mova
ble beam consists of two little masses of lead only 
one centimeter long, to which a galvanometer mirror I 
is attached, and this system is suspended by one 
of Mr. Boys' filaments of quartz, by which the ac
tion exhibited is rendered possible. Around this 
can be inoved a cylinder which carries two cylindrical 
lead weights each weighing a kilogram me, and the 
attractive infiuence of the hell.vier mal'ses from the 
little movable beam was indicated by the movement 
of a spot of light 'through some fifty divisions of a scale 
fixed at the further end of the room. He forms fila
ments of quartz by means of a bow and arrow, the 
tail of the arrow being attached to a lump of molten 
quartz. the latter being drawn out into an excessively 
fine thread during'the '1Iight of the arrow, as if it had 
been a filament of Iileltinll sealing wax. A se<lond ex
periment sbown by Mr. ·Boys was designed to show 
tlie'extraor.dlnaryinllulating properties of'quartz. In 
this' e.lperiment a pair 'of geld leaVflforminp:;an elec
troscope' are supported on a

' little rod of qnartz ;J4 in. 
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GREEN'S STEAK,ACTUATED 
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